
 

 

June, 2013 Field Log 
Key Legend:  
Routine (RT) – A task that is performed Daily and has no completion date. 
Project (PJ) – A task that is planned and has a scheduled completion date. 
Customer Service (CS) – A task that is performed at the request of the office for a customer. 
Time Off (TO) – When an employee take scheduled time off. 
Emergency (E) – An unscheduled task that requires immediate action. 

Day Date Crew Member Activity Key 

Sat. 6/1/13 Nick Weekend Field Rounds RT 

Sun. 6/2/13 Nick Weekend Field Rounds RT 

Mon. 6/3/13 Bob & Jon 
NBWD monthly safety meeting and finished organizing all the parts at 
the SWF. / Worked on painting the new sample site tubes.  RT/PJ 

Mon. 6/3/13 Nick 
NBWD monthly safety meeting, Daily rounds then started working on the 
monthly meter totals and after lunch took my daily water quality 
samples for filter train 1, 2 & 3. 

RT 

Mon. 6/3/13 Brian 
NBWD monthly safety meeting and finished mowing the SWF. / Finished 
painting all the new lids for the valve cans. / Did and unlock and 
turn on for a customer, reread a meter and did two locates. 

RT/PJ/CS 

Tue. 6/4/13 Bob & Jon 
Installed new customer valves at 24214 Y St. and installed retro 
setter on Z St. Located to water lines for the new standpipes. / 
Fixed water main leak on the corner of 272nd and Park. 

CS/E 

Tue. 6/4/13 Nick 
Daily rounds and finished the monthly meter totals for May. / 
Installed customer’s valve down S off 227th. / Help fix water main 
leak on the corner of 272nd and Park. 

RT/CS/E 

Tue. 6/4/13 Brian 
Unlocked two customer services and locate for Ford Electric. / Put 
gravel around all the valve slabs at the NWF and filled in all the 
pot holes for the drive way. 

CS/PJ 

Wed. 6/5/13 Bob & Jon 
Backfilled the hole from the leak on the previous day. Emptied the 
Vac-Trailer and worked on locating the water main up on K Pl and down 
on 268th so we know where we can install new water main. 

PJ 

Wed. 6/5/13 Nick 
Daily rounds and worked on the crew field log. / Helped Bob & Jon 
with the locate 

RT/CS 

Wed. 6/5/13 Brian 
Worked on diagnosing the backhoe. / Washed the mower and sprayed 
round up at the NWF. 

PJ/RT 



 

Thu. 6/6/13 Bob & Jon 
Installed new service on 276 and X PL. / Had to load up the truck 
that unloaded the pipe at the wrong location.  

CS/PJ 

Thu. 6/6/13 Nick 
Installed new service on 276 and X PL. / Unloaded all the pipe that 
was for surfside then had to reload up the pipe onto the truck. 

CS/PJ 

Thu. 6/6/13 Brian 
Sprayed round up around all the building at the NWF and killed the 
carpenter ants inside well house 4. / Located water main and service 
lines for the cable company. 

RT/CS 

Fri. 6/7/13 Bob & Jon Located the backwash line at the NWF all day.  PJ 

Fri. 6/7/13 Nick 
Daily rounds and completed the crew field log, backwashed the filter 
tanks at the SWF then backwashed row 1 at the NWF. Took water quality 
samples for filter train 3. 

RT 

Fri. 6/7/13 Brian 
Assisted the mechanic that came out to fix the backhoe, then after he 
was done reassembled all the floor panels. 

PJ 

Sat. 6/8/13 Bob Weekend field rounds RT 

Sun. 6/9/13 Bob Weekend field rounds RT 

Mon. 6/10/13 Bob & Jon 
Fixed the driveway where the leak was at 1109 272nd. / Reread 19 
meters for the office and unlocked customers service.  

PJ/CS 

Mon. 6/10/13 Nick 
Daily rounds and finished backwashing the NWF then took water quality 
samples from the SWF. / Help fix the driveway on 272nd PL. RT/PJ 

Mon. 6/10/13 Brian Removed stump at the NWF. / Then finish spraying round up at the SWF.  PJ/RT 

Tue. 6/11/13 Bob & Jon 
Backfilled the hole up on K PL and then measured the backwash line at 
the NWF and took notes at to where it is located. / Unlocked 
customer’s service and read and leave on for the office.  

CS/RT 

Tue. 6/11/13 Nick 
Daily rounds then read the AMR meters with Kristin. / Assisted 
customer with questions about high water usage then repaired 
customers control valve. 

RT/CS 

Tue. 6/11/13 Brian 
Mowed the SWF and the field where Well 2 is located then started 
mowing the NWF. Sprayed round up around Well 2 and started at the 
SWF.    

RT 

Wed. 6/12/13 Bob  Sick  

Wed. 6/12/13 Nick & Jon Daily rounds. / Did two rereads and installed two customer valves. RT/CS 

Wed. 6/12/13 Brian 
Remounted the trailer hitch for the Vac-Trailer then sharpened the 
lawn mower blades. / Finished mowing the NWF and washed the mower. PJ/RT 



 

Thu. 6/13/13 Bob & Jon 
Located water main down 200th lane then replaced broken angle meter 
stop. / After lunch filled in the holes at the NWF where we located 
the backwash line. 

CS/PJ 

Thu. 6/13/13 Nick 
Daily rounds, cleaned up the lab at the NWF and backwash both row one 
and two at the NWF. / Fixed leak on row 3 in the filter plant at the 
NWF. 

RT/PJ 

Thu. 6/13/13 Brian Sick  

Fri. 6/14/13 Bob & Jon 
Check for leak at customers request, located water main and service 
lines, then turned off and locked two customer services. 

CS 

Fri. 6/14/13 Nick 
Daily rounds then took water quality samples for the NWF and SWF. / 
Replaced the Mozzi for station 4 at the NWF. 

RT/PJ 

Fri. 6/14/13 Brian 
Cleaned up and organized all the parts inventory at the NWF, washed 
the lawn mower and washed the service truck. 

RT 

Sat. 6/15/13 Jon Weekend field rounds RT 

Sun. 6/16/13 Jon Weekend field rounds RT 

Mon. 6/17/13 Bob & Jon Safety meeting. / Installed new standpipe down 194th Ln. CS/PJ 

Mon. 6/17/13 Nick 
Safety Meeting and daily rounds. / Installed new standpipe down   
194th Ln, had to fix leak there cause hit pipe when looking for it.  

RT/PJ 

Mon. 6/17/13 Brian 
Safety meeting. / Read and leave on, located water main and turned 
off customers service. Assisted customer with leak on their side. 

RT/CS 

Tue. 6/18/13 Bob & Jon 
Poured the concrete for the Standpipe that was installed the previous 
day. / Did two locates that were both for the PUD. PJ/CS 

Tue. 6/18/13 Nick 
Daily rounds. / Poured the concrete for the standpipe that we 
installed the previous day. Had to replace the new mozzi for station 
4 at the NWF cause were having problems with it. 

RT/PJ 

Tue. 6/18/13 Brian 
Gassed up the pressure washer and then pressure washed the reservoirs 
at the NWF to try and get the graffiti off them. / Located two water 
lines and customers meter boxes.  

PJ/CS 

Wed. 6/19/13 Bob & Jon 
Took monthly coliform samples and took sample from the west 
reservoir. / Locked off six services for non-payments then had to 
locate water line down 195th for the PUD. 

RT/CS 

Wed. 6/19/13 Nick 
Took monthly coliform samples. / Installed customer valves down 224th 
Pl then worked on fixing another leak in the filter plant. 

RT/PJ 

Wed. 6/19/13 Brian 
Locked of five customer services. / Repaired pressure washer then 
went back to pressure washing. 

CS/PJ 



 

Thu. 6/20/13 Bob & Jon 
Checked for leak down 268th off Z ST then finished up the big locate 
down 195th.  

CS 

Thu. 6/20/13 Nick 
Daily rounds. / Worked on coliform monitoring plan then finished 
fixing the leak in the filter plant that I was working on the 
previous day. / Went out at night to lock customer off.  

RT/PJ/CS 

Thu. 6/20/13 Brian 
Read and leave on checked for customers valves then see if customers 
were locked off. / Assisted the fire dept. with filling their water 
tankers. 

CT/PJ 

Fri. 6/21/13 Bob & Jon 
Worked on locating 800FT of water main down 224th on both sides of S 
ST.  

CS 

Fri. 6/21/13 Nick 
Daily rounds. / Helped work on locating 800FT of water main down 
224th on both sides of S ST. Two lock offs. / Meet with Bill to 
discuss the monitoring and result of the daily water quality samples.  

RT/CS/PJ 

Fri. 6/21/13 Brian 
Turned off and locked customer’s service, then did two rereads. Went 
out with Nick to do two more lock offs  

CS 

Sat. 6/22/13 Nick Weekend field rounds RT 

Sun. 6/23/13 Nick Weekend field rounds RT 

Mon. 6/24/13 Bob & Jon 
Safety meeting. / Had to locate water line on 195th and another on 
197th, after done with the locates then had to take gravel back to 
197th. 

RT/CS 

Mon. 6/24/13 Nick 
Daily rounds, organized fitting that are in the filter plant at the 
NWF, then backwashed row 2 there too. 

RT 

Mon. 6/24/13 Brian 
Safety meeting, mow the SWF and weed eat at the office and at the 
SWF, then started to weed whack around the hydrants. 

RT 

Tue. 6/25/13 Bob & Jon 
Check the locates on 195th and on 197th, washed off the vac-trailer, 
put together and 1-1/4” suction for sucking the dirt out of meter 
boxes. 

PJ 

Tue. 6/25/13 Nick 
Daily rounds. / Replace out faulty meter after testing it to see if 
it was misreading the water that was passing through it. 

RT/CS 

Tue. 6/25/13 Brian 
Changed the oil in the pressure washer and fix leak then ordered new 
blades for the mower. / Unlocked service. PJ/CS 

Wed. 6/26/13 Bob & Jon Installed Customer valves and swapped out 1” meter for 3/4" meter. CS 

Wed. 6/26/13 Nick Daily rounds, entered the water quality sample results into the comp. RT 

Wed. 6/26/13 Brian Three unlock and turn on and locate. Repaired the mower deck. PJ 



 

Thu. 6/27/13 Bob & Jon Personal day off.  

Thu. 6/27/13 Nick 
Daily rounds, finished backwashing the NWF and started on the SWF. 
Took water quality samples at the NWF and the SWF. 

RT 

Thu. 6/27/13 Brian 
Replace flashers for Bob’s service truck, get hose repair kits at 
Jacks then fixed the hose so then could pressure wash. 

PJ 

Fri. 6/28/13 Bob & Jon 
Installed new service at 27846 Y Ln, dirty water complaint off 268th 
and the HWY then located water main down 227th Pl. / Helped Brian fix 
the mower. 

CS/PJ 

Fri. 6/28/13 Nick 
Daily rounds. / Installed new service at 27846 Y Ln. / Fix vacuum 
leak on station 4 at the NWF.  

RT/CS/PJ 

Fri. 6/28/13 Brian Mowed the NWF, SWF and the Field where Well 2 is located. RT 

Sat. 6/29/13 Bob Weekend field rounds RT 

Sun. 6/30/13 Bob Weekend field rounds RT 

 

 

 

 

                                              

 

 

New standpipe down 194th Ln  New standpipe after the gravel was racked back. 



 
 

                         

 

 

 

          

 

 

Service tap for the customer’s service. After the new service was installed. 

Another picture of the new service. Picture of after we finished the restoration where 
we had a main break.  



 
 

          

 

 

 

          

 

 

After new blow off was installed After new blow off was installed. 

Before customer valve installation. After customers water line was dug up. 



 
 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture of customer’s valve installed. After the customer’s valve was installed. 

 


